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AXAF Mirror E�etive Area Calibration Using theC-ontinuum Soure and Solid State DetetorsPing Zhao,a1 R. A. Austin, R. J. Edgar,a R. F. Elsner,b T. J. Gaetz,a,D. E. Graessle,a D. Jerius,a J. J. Kolodziejzak, W. C. MDermott,aS. L. O'Dell,b M. E. Sulkanen,b D. A. Shwartz,a D. A. Swartz, A. F. Tennant,bL. P. Van Speybroek,a B. J. Wargelin,a M. C. Weisskopf,b C. G. ZirnsteinaSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 U.S.A.bNASA, Spae Siene Laboratory, Marshall Spae Flight Center, Huntsville, AL 35812, U.S.A.USRA, Spae Siene Laboratory, Marshall Spae Flight Center, Huntsville, AL 35812, U.S.A.ABSTRACTThe Advaned X-ray Astrophysis Faility (AXAF) X-ray mirrors underwent thorough alibration using the X-Ray Calibration Faility (XRCF) at the Marshall Spae Flight Center (MSFC) in Huntsville, AL from late 1996to early 1997. The X-ray alibration made novel use of the X-ray ontinuum from a onventional eletron-impatsoure. Taking advantage of the good spetral resolution of solid-state detetors, ontinuum measurements provedadvantageous in alibrating the e�etive area of AXAF's High-Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA) for the entireAXAF energy band. The measurements were made by omparing the spetrum deteted by a SSD at the foal planewith the spetrum deteted by a beam normalization SSD. The HRMA e�etive area was alibrated by omparingthe measurements with the HRMA raytrae model. The HRMA on-orbit performane preditions are made usingthe alibration results.Keywords: AXAF, HRMA, X-ray mirror, X-ray soures, alibration, e�etive area, solid state detetor, raytrae.1. INTRODUCTIONThe launh of the most powerful X-ray telesope ever built { NASA's Advaned X-ray Astrophysis Faility (AXAF){ is a major milestone in high energy astrophysis and the world of siene. It will serve as an important astrophysialresearh faility to bridge into the 21st Century. AXAF is the X-ray omponent of NASA's Great Observatories.It represents the most advaned siene and tehnology in the world today. It will follow Hubble Spae Telesopeand Compton Gamma Ray Observatory's suess to open a new window to the Universe. AXAF has unpreedentedapabilities of high resolution imaging and spetrosopy over the X-ray band of 0.1 keV { 10 keV.To ensure a suessful sienti� mission, an extensive ground alibration for the AXAF mirror and sieneinstruments was arried out at NASA's Marshall Spae Flight Center from September 1996 through May 1997. Itwas determined that the AXAF e�etive area should be alibrated to a preision that no X-ray telesopes have everahieved before { 1%. This will enable AXAF to provide unpreedented preision to measure the ux from X-raysoures.During the alibration, the HRMA on-axis e�etive area was measured in two di�erent ways in terms of the X-raysoure harateristis: the disrete line measurements and the arbon-ontinuum (C-ontinuum) measurements. Theformer uses harateristi X-ray lines generated by an Eletron Impat Point Soure (EIPS) with various anodes. Thelatter uses ontinuum X-ray radiation generated by EIPS with a arbon anode at 15 kV and using a beryllium (Be)�lter to attenuate the lowest energies inluding the C-K� line (0.277 keV). A preliminary result of this measurementwas reported in SPIE '98.1For the X-ray line measurements, both Flow Proportional Counter (FPC) and Solid State Detetor (SSD) wereused. For the FPC, 4 energy lines were used for four individual shells e�etive area measurements, and 3 energylines were used for the HRMA (all four shells open) e�etive area measurements. Several other energy lines wereused for the HRMA or MEG (Shells 1 and 3 open) or HEG (Shells 4 and 6 open) on�gurations and with 1 mm and1Further author information { Ping Zhao (orrespondene): Email: zhao�fa.harvard.edu; Phone: 617-496-7582; Fax: 617-495-7356



Table 1. HRMA On-axis E�etive Area MeasurenentsSoure: C-ontinuum Detetor: SSDTRW ID Run ID Date Shell Aper (�m) Int (se)E�IXS�MC�15.001 110539 970130 1 2000 1000E�IXS�MC�15.002 110540 970130 3 2000 1000E�IXS�MC�15.003 110541 970130 4 2000 1000E�IXS�MC�15.004 110542 970130 6 2000 10000.5 mm apertures only. For the SSD, 3 energy lines were used for the HRMA. Four energy lines were used for theMEG and HEG on�gurations and with 0.5 mm aperture only. No SSD measurements were made for the e�etivearea of individual shells.For the ontinuum measurements, only SSD was used, and only the e�etive area of eah individual shell weremeasured. The e�etive area was measured for eah individual mirror shell by omparing the spetrum detetedby SSX (SSD at the HRMA foal plane) with the spetrum deteted simultaneously by SS5 (SSD in Building 500of the XRCF, to one side of the X-ray beam). The ontinuum measurements have the advantage of providing thee�etive area data for nearly the entire AXAF energy band, but the data analysis and results evaluation need arefulattention. Fators suh as SSD response, pileup orretion, energy sale, deadtime orretion, quantum eÆieny,bakground, iing e�et, et., need to be arefully evaluated.This paper disusses the data analysis and HRMA e�etive area measured using the C-ontinuum soure andsolid state detetors. The results are ompared with the X-ray line measurements and with the HRMA raytraingmodels. The omparison are used to make an on-orbit HRMA e�etive area predition.2. SSD C-CONTINUUM EFFECTIVE AREA MEASUREMENTSThe e�etive area measurements with the C-ontinuum Soure were made with two nearly idential high-purity-germanium solid state detetors: one (SS5) is a beam-normalization-detetor (BND) loated at 38.199 meters fromthe soure in Building 500 of the XRCF, another one (SSX) is the foal plane detetor loated at the HRMA fous,537.778 meters from the soure. An aperture wheel was mounted in front of eah SSD. The HRMA e�etive areawas measured with a 2 mm diameter aperture in front of the SS5 and apertures with various sizes in front of theSSX.The on-axis e�etive area measurements with the C-ontinuum soure and SSD detetors were made on 970113(Date notation for 13 Jan 1997) with various apertures on SSX and 300-seond integrations, and on 970130 with onlythe 2 mm aperture on SSX and 1000-seond integrations. The o�-axis e�etive area measurements with C-ontinuumwere also made on 970131 with various apertures on SSX, 300-seond integrations, and o�-axis angles of 50, 100, 150,200, 250, and 300.This paper fouses on the on-axis e�etive area measurements made on 970130. They have the TRW IDs E-IXS-MC-15.001,2,3,4 (Run ID: 110539, 110540, 110541, 110542) and the longest integration time and the largestapertures used for this kind of measurement. We use this set of data to demonstrate the data redution and to makethe HRMA e�etive area preditions. All other sets of data an be proessed the same way. Table 1 lists this setof measurements. Figure 1 shows the SSX and SS5 spetra of these four measurements. The pro�les show the C-ontinuum spetra with several spetral peaks on top. The largest Gaussian-like peak at around hannels 2400{2500is the injeted pulser spetrum to be used for the pileup and deadtime orretions (see x3 and x6). Other peaks areharateristi X-ray lines due to ontaminations to the arbon anode. These peaks will be used to determine theenergy sale (see x5). 3. PILEUP CORRECTIONBefore analyzing the SSD spetra, the �rst thing to do is to make the pileup orretion. Pileups are when more thanone photon enter the detetor within a small time window (a few �se). Instead of reording eah photon event, the



detetor registers only one event with the summed energy of all photons. The pileup an also our for a real photonwith a pulser event. The SSD has pileup rejetion eletronis to redue the pileup. However, the rejetion does notwork well if one of the photons has energy below 2 keV, orresponding to a pre-ampli�er output signal of 4 mV. Thuseah spetrum needs to be orreted for pileups of any photon with a low energy (< 2 keV) photon. Sine three ormore photon pileups are extremely rare events and their e�et is negligible, we only onsider two photon pileups.We use the SSD pulser spetra to establish an empirial pileup model. As shown in the SSX pulser spetra forshell 1 and 3 (see Figure 1), the pulser pileups are learly shown to the right of the pulser peak. In the SSX pulserspetra for shell 4 and 6, the pulser pileups are mixed with the ontinuum pileups to the right of the pulser peak.In the SS5 pulser spetra, the ontinuum dominates the right side of the pulser peak; the pileup e�ets are verysmall sine they are proportional to the ounting rate. The total ontinuum ounting rates in SS5 are 1{2 orders ofmagnitude lower than that of SSX. Therefore we use the SSX pulser spetra for shell 1 and 3, where the pulser pileupe�ets are lear and not mixed with the ontinuum pileups, to establish the model for the pileup orretion. We�rst divide the pulser pileup region into four bands with 100 hannels per band. Sine 2 keV � 400 hannels, ountsin these regions are pileups of low energy photons (< 2 keV) with the pulser. Sine the pileups are proportionalto ounting rate of photons < 2 keV, we de�ne a pileup rate as the pulser pileup fration (pulser pileup ountsdivided by the total pulser ounts) divided by the ounting rate within hannels 0{400. Both SSX spetra give,as it should be, about the same results: for the four 100-hannel windows after the pulser, the pileup rates are1.2�10�6 se/ount in hannels 1{100, 1.0�10�6 se/ount in hannels 101{200, 0.7�10�6 se/ount in hannels201{300, and 0.3�10�6 se/ount in hannels 301-400. Notie that here the unit for pileup rate is "seond/ount".When alulating the pileup fration, we need to multiply these pileup rates by the ounting rate within hannels0{400. For example, for SSX spetrum 110539, CR(0{400) = 4448 ounts/seond, pileup frations are 0.005337,0.004448, 0.003114, 0.001334 in the four windows; for SSX spetrum 110542, CR(0{400) = 1415 ounts/seond,pileup frations are 0.001698, 0.001415, 0.000990, 0.000424. Meantime, for all the SS5 spetra, CR(0{400) = 100, sothe pileup frations are 0.000120, 0.000100, 0.000070, 0.000030, whih are negligible.In eah hannel of the raw spetra, there are real events at that energy plus some pileup events whih ome fromlower hannels. Meanwhile, some of the real events at that energy were piled up to higher hannels following theabove empirial model. To make the pileup orretion, we need to subtrat pileup frations from eah hannel andput them bak where they belong, and remember eah pileup photon ame from two lower energy photons. Thesewere done as follows: �rst multiply the CR(0-400) by the pileup rates given above to obtain the pileup frations forthat spetrum; for eah hannel N, we add the pileup frations of hannel N bak to hannel N, subtrat one perentof pileup frations of hannel N from eah hannel N + X (X = 1{400), and also add the same number to hannelX; then just step along for the entire spetrum.Figure 2 shows the SSX pileup orretions for the four spetra. In the top panel of eah quadrant plot, the dotsare the raw data, the solid line show the pileup orreted data. It is seen that when the spetra have sharp delines,the pileup orretions make the spetra even lower. The bottom panels show the ratio of the pileup orreted datavs. the raw data. The dashed vertial lines in the top panels indiate the position of six seleted X-ray harateristilines to be used to determine the energy sale of the spetra (see x5 and x11).4. SSD FLAT FIELD TESTIn order to obtain the e�etive area by dividing the spetra of SSX and SS5, we need to know the relative QuantumEÆieny (QE) of the two SSDs as a funtion of energy. The SSD QE was measured as part of the HRMAalibration at both the XRCF and BESSY (eletron storage ring in Berlin, Germany). This setion disusses theSSD QE measurement made at the XRCF, i.e. the SSD C-ontinuum at �eld test.The C-ontinuum at �eld test was done in June 1997, when the HRMA had been removed from the testinghamber and shipped to TRW. The two SSDs were swapped, SSX was plaed at the SS5 loation in building 500 andSS5 was plaed at the foal plane. If the X-ray beam were uniform (this is not exatly the ase { see x7), the X-rayux at the two SSDs should be proportional to the inverse square of their distane to the soure. The distane fromthe soure to SSX was 38.199 m and to SS5 was 537.778 m. The 2 mm aperture was used for the SSX and 5 mmaperture was used for the SS5 for the at �eld test.



Figure 3 shows the spetra, with ounting rate as a funtion of spetral hannel, obtained with the two SSDs. 2There are several spetral peaks atop the ontinuum. The largest peak to the right of eah spetrum is the pulserpeak, whih is used to estimate the pileup orretion, as disussed in the previous setion, and to alulate thedeadtime orretion (see x6). Other peaks are harateristi X-ray lines due to ontaminations to the arbon anode(also seen in Figure 1). As the ounting rates for the at �eld test were very low (the SSX ounting rate for the at�eld test was about the same as the SS5 ounting rate during the e�etive area measurements, see previous Setion.The SS5 ounting rate was 200 times lower than that of the SSX during the at �eld test.), so the pileup e�et isnegligible. 5. SSD ENERGY SCALEUsing the harateristi X-ray lines atop the ontinuum spetra, the SSD energy sale an be determined. As shownin Figure 3, six strong and single peaked lines were seleted to determine the energy sale. These six lines wereidenti�ed to be, from left to right: Table 2. X-ray Lines atop the C-ontinuumX-ray Line EnergySi-K�, W-M� and W-M� 1.77525 keV �Ca-K� 3.69048 keVTi-K� 4.50885 keVV-K� �� 4.94968 keVFe-K� 6.39951 keVW-L� 8.37680 keV* The line enter for Si-K�, W-M� and W-M� multiplet is weighted by line strength aording to the HEG spetrum.** Another hoie for this line is Ti-K� (4.93181 keV). We hose V-K� beause this line has almost the same intensityas the Ti-K� line, while in the same spetrum all the � lines are about an order of magnitude weaker than their �ounterparts. Also V-K� gives a slightly better linear �t to the energy sale. Had Ti-K� been hosen, the result isto lower the energy o�set (parameter a in Eq ??) by 0.003 keV, i.e. to derease parameter a in Table ?? by 0.003.To determine the line enters, a Gaussian pro�le with a quadrati funtion base was �tted to eah peak. Theenters of �tted Gaussian are shown in Figure 3 as dashed vertial lines with the peaks. Eah SSD energy sale isdetermined by �tting a linear least square �t of the line energies as a funtion of line enters:Energy = a+ b � Channel (1)Figure 4 shows the energy to hannel linear �t for the two SSDs. The �t is extremely good, as shown in Figure 5,whih plots the residuals of the �ts. Table 3 lists the �tted parameters.Table 3. Flat Field Test SSD Energy Sale Linear Fit ParametersDetetor Spetral data a bSSX ss5 116414i000.pha 0.0541744 0.00482999SS5 ssx 116414i000.pha 0.0464989 0.00502963Using the above energy sales, the SSD spetra are onverted from funtions of hannel to funtions of energyand re-binned into equal energy bins. Figure 6 shows the C-ontinuum SSX and SS5 spetra as funtions of energy,in units of ounts per seond per keV, where all the spetral lines are aligned up.2Notie that the data �le for SSX starts as 'ss5' and vie versa, beause the two SSDs were swapped and the data �les were namedafter the loation of the detetor.



6. SSD DEADTIME CORRECTIONIn the raw data, the deadtime orretion was automatially estimated, using a built-in iruitry and algorithmsthat follow the Gedke-Hale formalism,2 and entered in the pha �le header for eah spetrum. However, for theSSDs, Gedke-Hale formalism does not provide an aurate estimation beause of low-level noise; the lower leveldisriminators were set very low to extend the SSDs' energy overage as low as possible. A more aurate way toalulate the deadtime orretion is to use the pulser method, in whih arti�ial pulses are injeted into the detetorpreampli�er to mimi real x-ray events. Sine the pulses are proessed just like X-rays { subjet to interation withhidden noise events, preampli�er reset pulses, et. { the fration of pulses that appear in the output spetrum is, toa good approximation, equal to the system livetime fration. The formula applying the deadtime orretion to SSDspetra using the pulser method is:Atual ounts =Measured ounts � Input pulser ountsMeasured pulser ounts (2)where the Measured ounts and Measured pulser ounts are from pileup orreted spetra.Figure 7 illustrates how to determine the measured pulser ounts. The top panel shows the SSX pulser spetrumfrom the SSD at �eld test (see Figure 3). The bottom panel shows the SS5 pulser spetrum. Two vertial dottedlines surround the pulser peak indiate the pulser region. A power law is �tted to the spetrum outside the pulserregion (100 hannels below the left vertial line plus 100 hannels above the right vertial line). The measured pulserounts equal the total ounts under the pulser spetrum within the pulser region minus the total ounts under the�tted power law spetrum within the pulser region. Sine the ounting rates are very low for the at �eld test, thepileup e�ets are negligible. Later when we use the same method to do the deadtime orretions for the e�etivearea measurements, we apply it to the pileup orreted data only.For X-ray ounting rate alulated using the pulser deadtime orretion, the formula is:Atual rate = Measured ountsTrueT ime � Pulser deadtime orretion (3)= Measured ountsTrueT ime � Input pulser ountsMeasured Pulser ounts (4)where TrueT ime is the full integration time whih is listed in the pha �le header as #trueT ime se.For the e�etive area, Ae� (E), alulated using the SSX ounts, CSSX(E), divided by SS5 ounting rate, CSS5(E),the pulser deadtime orretion is:Ae� = Ae� (w=o deadtime orretion) � SSX Pulser deadtime orretionSS5 Pulser deadtime orretion (5)= Ae� (w=o deadtime orretion) � � SSX Input pulser ountsSSX Measured pulser ounts�� SS5 Input pulser ountsSS5 Measured pulser ounts� (6)7. BEAM UNIFORMITY TESTWe an obtain the relative quantum eÆieny by dividing the two SSD spetra diretly only if the X-ray beamintensities were exatly the same toward the diretions of the two SSDs. But was the beam from the C-ontinuumsoure really uniform? To answer this question, a C-ontinuum beam uniformity test was made immediately afterthe C-ontinuum at�eld test (the at�eld test run ID is 116414, the beam uniformity test run ID is 116415).During the beam uniformity test, the C-ontinuum soure was operated in the same ondition as for the at�eld test, and the FPC-5 (i.e. the FPC detetor in the Building 500) was sanned from the FPC-5 home positionto the enter (optial axis towards the HRMA), and to the SSD-5 home position, and then it sanned bak in areversed path. Two spetra were taken at eah position. Taking the two spetra taken at the SSD-5 home positionand dividing by the average of the two spetra taken on the optial axis, we obtain the relative ux ratio at thosetwo positions as a funtion of energy (with low spetral resolution). Figure 8 show the relative ux ratio. It is seen



that the beam is lose to but not exatly uniform. It varies between 1.00 and 1.02. The solid urve in Figure 8 is aquadrati �t to the data. This is purely an empirial model whih �ts the data very well. The redued �2 is 1.01652.So the beam uniformity as a funtion of energy an be well represented using this quadrati funtion, with a relativeerror of 0.0034: FR = 1:01341� 0:00512E + 0:000567E2 (7)where FR is the ux ratio of at SS5 position vs. on the optial axis, and E is the X-ray energy in unit of keV.8. SSD RELATIVE QUANTUM EFFICIENCYWith all above onsiderations, we now �nally an obtain the relative quantum eÆieny of the two SSDs. TheSS5/SSX quantum eÆieny ratio, R(E), is:R(E) = CSS5 flatfield(E)CSSX flatfield(E) � SS5 pulser deadtime orretionSSX pulser deadtime orretion �(SS5 to soure distane)2(SSX to soure distane)2 � SSX aperture areaSS5 aperture area �(Beam flux ratio between SS5 position and optial axis) (8)where� CSS5 flatfield(E) and CSSX flatfield(E) are ounts as funtions of energy for the two SSDs from the at�eldtest (see Figure 6).� Using the method disussed in x6, the pulser deadtime orretions are alulated to be 1.0092 and 1.0569 forSS5 and SSX, respetively.� The soure to SSD distanes are 537.778 m and 38.199 m for SS5 and SSX, respetively. Errors on the distanemeasurements are negligible for this alulation.� For the at �eld test, the apertures used were 2 mm (atual diameter = 1.9990 � 0.0073 mm) for SSX. and5 mm (atual diameter = 4.9962 � 0.0073 mm) for SS5. The ombined relative error due to the two aperturearea unertainties is 0.0079.� For the beam ux ratio, measured with FPC-5, we use Equation 7.Figure 9 shows the SS5/SSX QE ratio, R(E), as a funtion of energy. The top panel show the QE ratio alulatedusing formula (8). R(E) is near unity for energies above 2 keV as expeted. R(E) varies drastially for energiesbelow 2 keV, beause of the iing e�et (see the following setion). In this ase, there was more ie on the SSXtherefore there was muh higher transmission for SS5. A wiggle around line 1.775 keV indiates that the two SSDshave slightly di�erent spetral resolution.This R(E) urve is rather noisy. In the bottom panel, the data were binned into 0.3 keV bins and �tted to aat ratio for energies above 3 keV (sine at energies between 2 and 3 keV, the ratio was still slightly e�eted by theiing). The �t is very good, with a ratio of 1.0141 � 0.0021 and �2� = 1.0897. Here the error, 0.0021, is only thestandard deviation of the mean of the binned at �eld data in the 3{10 keV band. The total error for the quantumeÆieny ratio also inludes the beam uniformity error (0.0034) and the aperture size error (0.0079). Adding themin quadrature, the total relative error is 0.0088.Beause of the iing e�et, the at �eld test an only provide us with this ratio within 3{10 keV band. Sinethis ratio is reasonably energy independent, we assume, for the entire 0{10 keV energy band, the SS5/SSX quantumeÆieny ratio is: 3 R(E) = 1:0141� 0:0089 (9)3Beause this ratio is energy independent, a large portion of the o�set from unity is probably due to the ombined aperture sizeerror (0.0079). Beause the aperture wheels were built into the SSD system, the apertures moved with the SSDs when the two SSDswere swapped during the at �eld test. The measured SS5/SSX quantum eÆieny ratio reets a ombination of real QE ratio of theSSDs and the aperture area ratio. In any ase, the result of R = 1:0141 � 0:0089 provides the orret QE ratio for the e�etive areameasurements.



9. SSD ICING EFFECTIn this setion we disuss the so alled SSD iing e�et whih we enountered in the previous setion. Beause SSDwas ooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, even in its vauum ontainer, there was still a small amount of trappedwater whih ondensed on the surfae of the SSD to form a very thin layer of ie. This thin ie layer dereases thetransmission of low energy X-rays.In order to monitor the ie build up, a radioative isotope 24496Cm exited Fe soure was plaed on the aperturewheel and rotated in front of the SS5 from time to time. The Figure 10 shows the Fe-L� (0.705 keV) and Fe-K�(6.40 keV) line intensity with error bars measured with SS5 as a funtion of time from 960824 to 970521 (JD 2450320{ 2450590). The SSD C-ontinuum measurements were made in the middle of that period on 970113 and 970130.In the top panel, the Fe-L� intensity has two peaks, on 961031 and 970223, followed by delines. These two peaksindiate the time when the SS5 was warmed up and we assume there was no ie then. The delines indiate the iebuild up, reduing the transmission of Fe-L� into the SS5. In the bottom panel, the utuations of Fe-K� intensityould be due to iing, soure aging and other temporal variations. To obtain the iing information, we only need tofous on the intensity ratio of Fe-L�/Fe-K�. Data from Figure 10 are listed in Table 4: At the end of eah ie buildup period, the Fe-L�/Fe-K� transmission ratio is 74% of its initial value. This result an be used to obtain the iethikness. Table 4. SSD-500 Iing DataIing Period Fe-L� Intensity Fe-K� Intensity Intensity ratioFirst Period Begin 34.2 90.8 0.3767961031 { 970129 End 24.5 87.9 0.2787End/Begin Ratio 74.00 %Seond Period Begin 32.0 87.1 0.3673970223 { 970514 End 23.5 86.5 0.2717End/Begin Ratio 73.97 %Figure 11 shows the X-ray transmission of ie. The solid line is a �t with Fe-L� (0.705 keV) line transmissionbeing 74% of Fe-K� (6.40 keV) line transmission. The result is a 0.3 �m ie layer. For referene, a transmissionurve of a 1�m ie layer is plotted as a dotted line. Aording to this �t, during the alibration, the thikest iebuild up on SS5 was 0.3 �m, at around 970129 and 970514. At other times, the ie was thinner. The SSX did nothave a 24496Cm soure, so we do not have any data about the iing on the SSX.Figure 11 tells us that iing has less than 0.7% e�et for energies over 3 keV. At 2 keV, it an derease the X-raytransmission by up to 2%. At the same time, iing has very severe e�et for energies below 2 keV. Beause the iebuild up is a funtion of time and the build up on two SSDs ould be di�erent, the SSD data below 2 keV are notreliable. We have seen an indiation of that in the previous setion (see Figure 9). So in the at �eld data analysisand in the following e�etive are data, we will not use the SSD spetra at low energies.10. BACKGROUNDDuring the HRMA alibration, bakground runs were taken almost every day when the soure valve was losed andall the detetors were turned on. To evaluate the e�et of the bakground on the SSD C-ontinuum measurements,we examined all the SSD bakground spetra and found that the bakground is extremely low.Figure 12 shows a pair of typial SSD bakground spetra. It was taken on 970124, with TRW ID D-IXF-BG-1.021, run ID 110036 and integration time of 2100 seonds. They are summed spetra of seven bakground runsof 300 seonds eah. It is seen that, other than the pulser peak at near hannel 2400 and some eletroni noisenear hannel 60, the spetra are very lean in the region to be used to redue the HRMA e�etive area (hannels100{2000). The average ounts per hannel per seond are 0.000046 and 0.000024 for SSX and SS5, respetively. Forall the bakground spetra, the average ounting rate in hannels 100{2000 ranges from 0.000019 to 0.000098 /s/h.This level of bakground is negligible in our data analysis.



11. DATA ANALYSIS AND REDUCTIONWith all the above onsiderations, we an now obtain the HRMA e�etive area. The four Phase-E SSD e�etive areameasurements for the four shells have TRW IDs of E-IXS-MC-15.001,2,3,4 and run IDs 110539, 110540, 110541, and110542. The \MC" in TRW ID stands for moleular ontamination measurements, but they also serve as on-axise�etive area C-ontinuum measurements.We start with the pileup orreted SSX and SS5 spetra (see x3). In Figure 2, the upper panels show the pileuporreted SSX and SS5 spetra. The SSD energy sale was determined using the six harateristi X-ray lines atopthe ontinuum spetra, indiated by dashed vertial lines, as disussed in x5. First a Gaussian pro�le with quadratifuntion was �tted to eah peak to determine the line enter. The �tted enters for the same line in di�erent spetraof the same SSD di�er only by a ouple of hannels, whih is well within the �tted errors. So an averaged enter foreah line from the four measurements was used to obtain the energy sale. The energy sales of SSX and SS5 aredetermined by doing a linear least squares �t of the averaged line enters to the line energies using the simple linearEquation (1).Figure 13 shows the energy to hannel linear �t for the two SSDs. The �t is extremely good, as shown in Figure 14,whih plots the residuals of the �ts. Table 5 lists the �tted parameters for the two SSDs. The energy sale is slightlydi�erent from that of the at �eld test.Table 5. E�etive Area Measurements SSD Energy Sale Linear Fit ParametersDetetor Spetral data a bSSX ssx 110539,540,541,542i000.pha 0.0547638 0.00490269SS5 ss5 110539,540,541,542i000.pha 0.0443109 0.00508020Using the linear �t parameters listed in Table 5, eah of the eight SSD spetra was saled as a funtion of energy.Then they were binned into equal energy bins by dividing the spetra by the �tting parameter b in Table 5. Thepulser deadtime orretions are also applied to the spetra the same way as to the at �eld data. The results arefour pairs of SSX and SS5 spetra as funtions of energy, keV, and in units of ounts/seond/keV. They are shownin the top and middle panels of eah quadrant plot in Figure 15. The dashed vertial lines indiate the six X-raylines used for energy saling. 12. EFFECTIVE AREAThe HRMA e�etive area at the XRCF is de�ned to be the photon olleting area in the plane of the HRMA pre-ollimater entrane, whih is 1491.64 mm forward from CAP Datum-A (the front surfae of the Central AperturePlate), i.e. 526.01236 meters from the soure.4For the C-ontinuum SSD measurements, the HRMA mirror e�etive area, Ae� (E), is:Ae� (E) = Cssx(E)Css5(E) � PDCssxPDCss5 � D2hrmaD2ss5 � Ass5 � R(E) (10)where� Cssx(E) and Css5(E) are the SSX and SS5 spetra with the orret energy sale and equal energy bins (inunits of ounts/seond/keV).� PDCssx and PDCss5 are the pulser deadtime orretions for the SSX and SS5.� Dhrma = 526.01236 meter is the distane from the soure to the HRMA pre-ollimater entrane, where thee�etive area is de�ned.4This de�nition is neessary beause of the diverging X-ray beam at the XRCF. It is not neessary for on-orbit ase as the X-rays areparallel and the e�etive area is the same in any plane.



� Dss5 = 38.199 meters is the distane from the soure to SS5.� Ass5 is the SS5 aperture area. A 2 mm aperture was used for all the measurements. Its atual equivalentdiameter is 1.9990 � 0.0073 mm. So Ass5 = 0.031385 � 0.00023 m2� R(E) = 1.0141 � 0.0089 is the relative SS5/SSX quantum eÆieny from the at �eld test.Beause eah of the SS5 spetra are rather noisy, four SS5 spetra are averaged to make Css5(E), whih has thenoise redued by a fator of two. The soure intensity was stable enough during these four measurements so thetemporal utuation is negligible. The Cssx(E) and Css5(E) are obtained using the method disussed in the previousSetion. The PDCssx and PDCss5 are obtained using the method disussed in x6 and listed in Table 6.Table 6. E�etive Area Measurements SSD Pulser Deadtime CorretionsRun ID PDCssx PDCaverage ss5 PDCssx/PDCaverage ss5110539 1.11827 1.01651 1.10011110540 1.10408 1.01651 1.08615110541 1.09579 1.01651 1.07799110542 1.07069 1.01651 1.05330The bottom panels of eah quadrant plot in Figure 15 show the e�etive area results aording to equation 10.The six vertial dashed lines are the six energy lines used to determine the energy sale. Eah e�etive area urvewas binned into 0.1 keV energy bins. Aording to the SSD energy sale, there are 20 hannels in eah energy bin.The plotted error bars are the standard deviation of the mean in the energy bins. Systemati errors suh as the SS5aperture area unertainly (0.0073) and the SSD quantum eÆieny ratio error (0.0088) are not inluded in these fourplots but will be inluded later in the �nal results.13. ERROR ANALYSISThe error of the HRMA e�etive area is:�ea = (�2e�bin + �22mm�ap + �2qe)1=2 (11)where �e�bin Standard deviation of the mean in eah 0.1 keV bin of the SSD spetra �1{4%�2mm�ap Unertainty of the SS5 2 mm aperture area (0.031385 � 0.00023 m2) 0.73%�qe Error of the SSD quantum eÆieny ratio (1.0141 � 0.0089) 0.88%�ea E�etive area error �1.3{4%For the e�etive area of the entire HRMA, the absolute errors are the quadrature sum of the absolute errors fromthe four shells. Therefore its relative errors are redued aordingly, to �0.7{3.6%.14. COMPARING MEASUREMENTS WITH RAYTRACEFigure 16 ompare the measured e�etive area with the raytrae predition within a 2 mm aperture for eah mirrorshells. In the top panel of eah quadrant plot, the solid line is the raytrae predition, the dotted line is the SSDmeasured e�etive area with the C-ontinuum soure, whih is the same as plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 15.As mentioned before, the SSD data below 2 keV (most parts are higher than the raytrae predition) should beignored due to the iing e�et. The FPC spetral line data are also plotted in the �gures for omparison.For energies above 2 keV, the data are signi�antly below the predition, espeially for shell 1. The bottom panelof eah quadrant plot in Figure 16 show the e�etive area ratio of data/raytrae. It is seen that for shell 1, the datais about �10{15% less than the predition at 2{4 keV and �15{30% less than the predition for shell 1 at 4{6 keV.For other shells the disrepanies are less than 15%.



Figure 17 shows the full HRMA e�etive area data with the raytrae predition within a 2 mm aperture. TheSSD C-ontinuum data and four of the seven FPC line spetral data (0.277 keV, 1.49 keV, 4.51 keV and 6.40keV)are the sums of data from the four shells. The SSD line spetral data and three of the seven FPC line spetral data(0.93 keV, 5.41 keV and 8.03 keV) are the diret measurements of the full HRMA. The data are below the raytraepredition by �5{10% in the 2{10 keV band. In the raytrae predition, there is a dip near the Ir M-edge (2.05 keV).The SSD C-ontinuum data ould not reveal it due to the �nite spetral resolution of the SSD. However, the SSDspetral line measurement at the 2.16 keV (Nb-L) did show a dip. The utuations in the EA ratio urves near theIr M-edge in the 2.0{2.3 keV region are also due to the �nite spetral resolution of the SSD.In Figures 16 and 17, most of the FPC line data are below the SSD ontinuum data. Presently we do not knowthe exat ause of this. We hope to resolve this disrepany as this work progresses.15. CALIBRATING THE HRMA EFFECTIVE AREAThe XRCF HRMA e�etive area raytrae preditions were originally generated based on the HRMA model whihis aurate to the best of our knowledge, inluding the HRMA tilt and deenter measured during the alibration.However, as we an see in the previous setion, the alibration data show that for energies higher than 2 keV, themeasured e�etive area is substantially less than the predited e�etive area by well more than the experimentalerrors, espeially for shell 1. At least part of this disrepany is due to di�erenes in the way the raytrae modelalulates reetivity, ompared to our derivation of optial onstants via our synhrotron measurements. There arealso some disrepanies between the mirror surfae roughness sattering model and the data measured from the wingsan measurements. We are urrently assessing and orreting for these di�erenes. For the present, based on thepriniple that theory should yield to the experiment, we use the XRCF alibration data to sale down the raytraeempirially for both on-orbit and XRCF HRMA e�etive area preditions.In order to smooth the Poisson noise in the orretion fator, a fourth order polynomial is used to �t the de�iturve of the e�etive area ratio between 2.3 keV and 10 keV. The polynomial �t urves for the four shells and theHRMA are plotted as solid urves in the data/raytrae ratio plots in Figures 16 and 17. These polynomials asfuntions of energy are to be used to sale the raytrae predition. For higher energies where the e�etive area dropsto below a few m2 (i.e. �6.7 keV for shell 1, �7.9 keV for shell 3, and �9.0 keV for shell 4), there are not enoughdata to make a reasonable �t, and a ratio of unity is used.Sine the SSD data are not reliable for lower energies, FPC spetral line data for energies below 2.3 keV are usedfor saling. The average ratios between the FPC data and the raytrae are used as the saling fator. They are1.0234 , 0.9983, 0.9998, 1.0136, and 1.0055, for shells 1,3,4,6 and the HRMA, respetively.The errors for the saling fators are:E < 2.3 keV: FPC measurement errors 0.3{1.9%Deviations of the FPC data from the saling fator 0.7{3.2%Statistial errors from raytrae simulation <0.3%Total saling fator errors �1.1{3.4%E � 2.3 keV: Standard deviation of the polynomial �t 1.7{3.3%Deviation of eah data point from the polynomial �t 0.2{6.0%Statistial errors from raytrae simulation <0.3%Total saling fator errors �2{7%16. HRMA EFFECTIVE AREA RAYTRACE PREDICTIONSThe original raytrae preditions of the HRMA e�etive area for both the on-orbit and at XRCF ases were generatedbased on the HRMA model. The HRMA model inludes mirror tilts and deenters measured at Kodak and XRCF,mirror low frequeny surfae maps from the HDOS metrology measurements, mirror CAP, pre- and post-ollimators,apertures, ghost ba�es, and mirror distortion due to epoxy ure shrinkage. For the XRCF ase, the HRMA modelalso inludes the �nite soure distane at the XRCF and the mirror distortion due to gravity.



The reetivities are based on: 5 E < 2 keV: Gullikson '95 optial onstant table.3; E � 2 keV: AXAF mirrorwitness at synhrotron measurements made by Graessle et al.4The mirror surfae roughness sattering is based on the Power Spetral Density (PSD) produed from the HDOSmetrology measurements and alulated with a program \foldw1" written by Leon Van Speybroek, whih is basedon the sattering theory by Bekmann and Spizzihino.5Figures 18 and 19 show the raytrae predited e�etive areas and enirled energies of shell 1 and the HRMAat the XRCF. The top panels shows the e�etive area urves within 2 mm, 35 mm diameter apertures, and 2�steradians. The bottom panels show the enirled energies of 2 mm and 35 mm apertures as frations of that within2� steradians. Figures 20 and 21 show the raytrae predited e�etive areas and enirled energies of shell 1 and theHRMA on-orbit.The purpose of showing these �gures is to ompare the enirled energy urves between the XRCF and the on-orbit ases. Sine the SSD C-ontinuum e�etive area data we redued are for only 2 mm aperture, we should beable to use these data to sale down the raytrae predited XRCF e�etive area urve within 2 mm diameter. Howabout the XRCF e�etive area within larger apertures and 2� steradians? How about the on-orbit ases? Can weuse the XRCF 2 mm aperture measurement to sale down other e�etive area urves the same way?Let's �rst look at the XRCF ases. The frational enirled energy within 2 mm aperture varies as a funtion ofenergy and from shell to shell. For shell 1 at 6.5 keV, it an be as low as 86% (see Figure 18). For other shells (notshown), the frational enirled energy urve are all higher than 92%. Can we use the 2 mm aperture data to saledown the e�etive area within larger apertures and 2� steradians? The short answer is \we don't know", beausewe still don't know the exat ause or auses of the disrepany between the data and the model. But we have someFPC spetral line measurements using the 35 mm diameter aperture. The data disagree with the raytrae preditionby about the same amount as the 2 mm aperture data did. The frational enirled energy within 35 mm apertureis more than 99% for almost all the shells and all energies (see Figures 18 and 19). Therefore with good on�denewe should be able to use the 2 mm aperture data to sale down the XRCF e�etive area within larger apertures aswell as within the 2� steradians.Next let's look at the on-orbit ases. The e�etive area and frational enirled energy urves are very similarto the same urves for the XRCF ases. Therefore we an, with the same on�dent level, sale down the on-orbitHRMA e�etive area predition urve the same way as for the XRCF ases.Therefore, we will use the 2 mm aperture alibration data to sale down the raytrae predited e�etive areaswithin any apertures greater or equal to 2 mm diameter for both on-orbit and at XRCF ases.17. XRCF HRMA EFFECTIVE AREAFigures 22 and 23 show the XRCF HRMA and four shells e�etive areas within 2 mm diameters and 2� steradians,for the original raytrae and the alibrated urves with errors estimated in x15.These are our urrent best estimates for the HRMA e�etive area at the XRCF. Other alibration teams an usethese data to alibrate their instruments. The \rdb" tables of the XRCF HRMA e�etive area, as well as Figures 22and 23, an be aessed on the WWW page: http://hea-www.harvard.edu/MST/mirror/www/xrf/hrma ea.html,or are available from the �rst author.18. ON-ORBIT HRMA EFFECTIVE AREA PREDICTIONFigures 24 and 25 show the on-orbit HRMA and four shells e�etive areas within 2 mm diameters and 2� steradians,6 for the original raytrae and the alibrated urves with errors estimated in x15.5Beause we used di�erent optial onstant tables for E < 2 keV and E � 2 keV for the raytraing, there is a disontinuity at 2 keVin all the raytrae e�etive area urves. Obviously this disontinuity is not real and the optial onstant in two tables should agree at2 keV. We are urrently working to resolve this disrepany.6Although it is not possible to use just a single shell on-orbit, the HETG operations require the e�etive area preditions for Shells1+3 and Shells 4+6 separately.



These are our urrent best on-orbit e�etive area preditions for the HRMA. They an be used to make AXAF on-orbit performane preditions. The "rdb" tables of the predited on-orbit HRMA e�etive area, as well as Figures 24and 25, an be aessed on the WWW page: http://hea-www.harvard.edu/MST/mirror/www/orbit/hrma ea.html,or are available from the �rst author. 19. CONCLUSIONThe HRMA alibration at the XRCF of MSFC made novel use of the X-ray ontinuum radiation from a onven-tional eletron-impat soure. Taking advantage of the good spetral resolution of solid-state detetors, ontinuummeasurements proved advantageous in alibrating the e�etive area of AXAF's High-Resolution Mirror Assembly(HRMA) for the entire AXAF energy band.The HRMA e�etive area was obtained by omparing the spetrum deteted by a SSD at the foal plane with thespetrum deteted by a beam normalization SSD in Building 500. Many systemati e�ets suh as pileup, deadtime,beam uniformity, energy sale, iing, relative quantum eÆieny, bakground, et., must be analyzed during the dataredution proess.In the data analysis, we did not use the atual SSD spetral response matries. This ould introdue an erroras the energy resolutions of the two SSDs are slightly di�erent. However, we did onvolutions of the preliminarySSD spetral response matries with the alibration data saled raytrae preditions, and ompared them with themeasured e�etive area for eah shell. The �t was reasonably good. Had we used the original raytrae preditionin the onvolution, the �t would not be aeptable. This justi�es the method we used to redue the data and thealibrated e�etive area we generated. This work will be improved in the near future by using more detailed SSDresponse matries alibrated at the BESSY to unfold the spetra and a pileup orretion model as a ontinuousfuntion of energy.The results of the SSD C-ontinuum measurements show that the measured e�etive area is substantially lessthan the predited e�etive area by well more than the experimental errors, espeially for shell 1. Although westill don't have a good explanation for the ause or auses of this disrepany on this important AXAF apability,we are urrently assessing the reetivity and surfae sattering alulations in our raytrae model. When this isdone, we will re-assess the di�erenes between the data and the model, and, if neessary, apply similar, but smaller,polynomial orretions to our improved raytrae preditions.Presently we have yet to ahieve the alibration goal of 1% preision for the HRMA e�etive area. We expet toapproah this goal as this work progresses.Based on the SSD C-ontinuum Measurements at the XRCF, we have alibrated the HRMA e�etive area for itson-orbit performane as well as its atual values at the XRCF. The HRMA e�etive area is one of the most importantAXAF apabilities. These alibrated values of the e�etive area an be used to make AXAF on-orbit performanepreditions, and by other AXAF teams to alibrate their siene instruments.The HRMA e�etive area \rdb" tables and their �gures are available, as of this writing, on the following WorldWide Web pages, and also available from the �rst author.XRCF: http : ==hea-www:harvard:edu=MST=mirror=www=xrf=hrma ea:htmlOn-orbit: http : ==hea-www:harvard:edu=MST=mirror=www=orbit=hrma ea:html20. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe suessful ground alibration of the AXAF owes to the hard work of hundreds of people. We would like to thankmany sientists, engineers, and other personnel from many organizations inluding NASA, SAO, MIT, PSU, TRW,EKC, HDOS, OCLI, SRON and MPE who have made this work possible.This work was supported in part by NASA grant NAG8-792 and NASA ontrat NAS8-40224.



SSX and SS5 spetra: Shell 1; Run ID 110539. SSX and SS5 spetra: Shell 3; Run ID 110540.

SSX and SS5 spetra: Shell 4; Run ID 110541. SSX and SS5 spetra: Shell 6; Run ID 110542.Figure 1. C-ontinuum SSX and SS5 spetra of four HRMA shells. Aperture: 2 mm; Integration time: 1000 seonds.



SSX pileup orretion: Shell 1; Run ID 110539. SSX pileup orretion: Shell 3; Run ID 110540.

SSX pileup orretion: Shell 4; Run ID 110541. SSX pileup orretion: Shell 6; Run ID 110542.Figure 2. SSX spetra and pileup orretion of four shells. Upper panel of eah quadrant plot show the raw data and pileup orreteddata. Lower panel shows the ratio of pileup orreted data to the raw data.



Figure 3. C-ontinuum at �eld test SSX and SS5 spetra. Run ID: 116414. 57600 seonds. Dashed vertial lines indiate �tted entersof X-ray harateristi lines to be used for alibrating the SSD energy sale.

Figure 4. SSX and SS5 energy sales for the at �eld test,�tted with six X-ray line energies. Figure 5. SSX and SS5 energy sale linear �t residuals for theat �eld test.



Figure 6. C-ontinuum at �eld test SSX and SS5 spetra asfuntions of energy, using energy sales from Figure 4. Figure 7. SSX and SS5 pulser spetra. Two vertial dottedlines indiate the pulser region. A dotted line under the peakis the power law �t to the ontinuum.

Figure 8. C-ontinuum FPC-5 beam ux ratio { SSD-5 position vs. optial axis { as a funtion of energy. Data are �t to a quadratifuntion.



Figure 9. SS5/SSX quantum eÆieny ratio. In the top panel, the large ratio below 2 keV is mainly due to the di�erent ie build up onthe two detetors. The bottom panel shows the ratio urve binned and �tted to a onstant ratio. The solid line is the average ratio at3{10 keV.

Figure 10. SS5 data of Fe-L� and Fe-K� lines from a 24496Cmexited Fe soure, used to estimate the ie thikness. Figure 11. X-ray transmission of ie. The solid line is a �twith Fe-L� (0.705 keV) line transmission being 74% of Fe-K�(6.40 keV) line transmission. The result is a 0.3 �m ie layer.



Figure 12. SSX and SS5 spetra of bakground run. Date: 970124; Run ID: 110036; 2100 seonds.

Figure 13. SSX and SS5 energy sales for the e�etive areameasurements, �tted with six X-ray line energies, averaged overfour spetra. Figure 14. SSX and SS5 energy sale linear �t residualsfor the C-ontinuum e�etive area measurements.



C-ontinuum e�etive area measurement: Shell 1. C-ontinuum e�etive area measurement: Shell 3.

C-ontinuum e�etive area measurement: Shell 4. C-ontinuum e�etive area measurement: Shell 6.Figure 15. SSD C-ontinuum e�etive area measurements for the four shells: 2 mm aperture. Top panel of eah quadrant plot is theSSX spetrum. Middle panel is the SS5 spetrum. Bottom panel is the measured e�etive area.



Calibration data vs. raytrae predition: Shell 1. Calibration data vs. raytrae predition: Shell 3.

Calibration data vs. raytrae predition: Shell 4. Calibration data vs. raytrae predition: Shell 6.Figure 16. Calibration data vs. raytrae predition. Top panel of eah quadrant plot shows the XRCF e�etive area within 2 mmaperture. Bottom panel shows the e�etive area ratio of data/raytrae.



Figure 17. Calibration data vs. raytrae predition. Top panel shows the XRCF HRMA e�etive area within 2 mm aperture. Bottompanel shows the e�etive area ratio of data/raytrae.



Figure 18. Raytrae predition of XRCF Shell 1 e�etive areaand enirled energy. Figure 19. Raytrae predition of XRCF HRMA e�etive areaand enirled energy.

Figure 20. Raytrae predition of on-orbit Shell 1 e�etivearea and enirled energy. Figure 21. Raytrae predition of on-orbit HRMA e�etivearea and enirled energy.



Figure 22. The XRCF HRMA and four shells e�etive areaswithin 2 mm aperture. Raytrae predition saled by the ali-bration data. Figure 23. The XRCF HRMA and four shells e�etive areaswithin 2� steradian. Raytrae predition saled by the alibra-tion data.

Figure 24. The on-orbit HRMA and four shells e�etive areaswithin 2 mm aperture. Raytrae predition saled by the ali-bration data. Figure 25. The on-orbit HRMA and four shells e�etive areaswithin 2� steradian. Raytrae predition saled by the alibra-tion data.
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